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o many the 12th of
July marked the beginning of a war
called “the 42nd International Physics Olympiad.”
All young soldiers paraded
into the battlefield in CU
Sport Complex, at the
heart of the kingdom of
Thailand.
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Ten minutes after its intended starting time, the
theoretical examination
began at 8.10 AM and
ended five gruesome hours
later. Reading the questions, solving the problems,
writing the solutions,
checking the answers, while
formidably trapped in those
thirteen rows of seats…
The theoretical half of the
competition lasted for five
hours, but to the representatives, it must have
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Grand
Battle I
Theoretical
Examination
seemed like an eternity.

Somehow the examination
Armed with only their committee must have forknowledge of the subject, a gotten that these are mere
humble calculator, and sup- high school kids.
plies from their liaison offiEven with barrages of
cers at the home front, the attacks from sleepiness,
students must combat headaches, nosebleeds and
three perilous adversaries, the big boss, the examinamanifested in the form of tion itself, we must praise
three docile envelopes of all contestants. They have
purple, yellow and blue. put up a good fight against
The first of the series re- their enemies. However,
quired them to master the end is still far away.
space and time through the Our brave warriors still
motion of three objects. have to use their skills to
Soap bubbles, found in the maneuver through the
second, had never been other half of the war on
more thoroughly scruti- July 14th, the experimental
nized. The last problem examination. Will they suctook them deep inside of ceed? Which team is going
an atom to see how mat- to reign supreme? May the
ters interact. Not a single Goddess of Victory be with
minute of break is spared you all.
(except for the inevitable
Nitchanun Tantapong
toilet time, of course).

Is the exam difficult?

M

HARMONY IN PHYSICS

Oyvind
Tordar Gvldahl

Iat Neng Chan

Your leaders don’t think so!

ost of the team leaders,
visitors and observers have
participated in the International Physics Olympiad more than
once but, to some, the 42nd IPhO is
their first time. After long hours of
fierce discussion–borderline debate–we
had a chance to question team leaders
on their thoughts about the theoretical
examination.

Mr. Oyvind Tordar Gvldahl, who has
led his Norwegian team for the fourth
time, thought that the theoretical examination paper was not different from other
years. When asked if his team would do
well, he told us “Every time there are
interesting problems in the paper, they
can solve some of it but it might not be
everything.”
Mr. Iat Neng Chan, a team leader of
Macau, China said “I think the examination for this year is not very hard. It is not
only very hard for my student but it also
[is not] for other students.”

Mr. Ronald Cristopher Caballar,
the first-time leader from the Philippines, injected his impression “I have
seen the level of [difficulty of] the
questions for previous Olympiads. In
We will find out soon enough if the
my point of view, it would not be too outcomes of the teams reflect the opindifficult for my contestants to prepare ions of their leaders. What about you? Do
themselves for this examination. More- you agree with them?
over, it is challenging enough for high
Chompunut Ngampornpimon
school students to solve and to overcome.”

HISTORY OF PHYSICS STUDENTS

W

hile students frenetically worked on
the theoretical exam on the other
side of town, their leaders were tak‐
ing a stroll at one of Bangkok’s history museums,
Rattanakosin Exhibition Hall, to “experience the
best of Rattanakosin (old Bangkok) in a day.”
Jaak (Leader of Estonia) said that “A person
who excels in physics is also open‐minded to
other issues that move our world” when asked
whether the students would be interested in the
exhibition. He was wearing an expression of en‐
thusiasm as he was taking photos.
“Contemporary and antiques are mostly indistin‐
guishable even when using precise measure‐
ments.” A skeptical frown appeared when asked
whether students would prefer relics or replicas.
Commenting on how students would prefer
something physical to interact with. The exhibi‐
tion is ready to interest Estonia contestants.
“Lectures on history are static but this exhibi‐
tion is dynamic and interactive” said Nicolas B
(France) explaining how history is something you
sit through not something you travel to the
world finding out about. Now that they are here

it is easier to be become engrossed in it. Solene
C. (France) added when the question shifted to‐
wards students’ behavior “History is an integral
part of self‐appreciation. You grow into appreci‐
ating the events you can associate with.” Past
IPhOs may not be significant to first time con‐
testants, but for the veterans it is meaningful.
That is why some of them brought along last
year’s memorabilia.
“World history is dull compared to world
physics” as he explained that it pains Belgian stu‐
dents to sit through history class. “War history
holds their interest” he added slightly disap‐
pointed but understood the circumstances.
“Students would prefer a digital camera com‐
pared to film” linking to the value of antiques
and there uses.
After the exams, it is fair to wonder whether
students would prefer to preserve the papers
they have written on or they wouldn’t mind in‐
stead to bring home just the replica.
Kawin Liampisan
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In Focus:
First step into the marking process

Cambodia

Canada

China

The systematic arrangement of examination papers—“the
most underappreciated, but important, process people
often overlook,” said Dr. Kwan Arayathanigkul, the
secretary of academic committee.

Croatia

Cyprus

Social & Cultural Events
Czech

Denmark

El Salvador

A congregate of leaders pose for a picture in front of
Phra Thinang Chakri Maha Prasat, the Grand Palace.

Estonia

Finland

France

Mingling and enjoying Thai cuisine at the Royal Navy Hall.
Hopefully physics discussion does not alter
the taste of food!
Germany
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SUAN SAMPRAN
ROSE GARDEN RIVERSIDE

L

ocated on the bank of the Tha Chin
River, Suan Sampran Rose Garden
Riverside Hotel and Resort is
claimed to be a haven away from Bangkok
right next to Bangkok. This seventy acre
property consists of a botanical park, an
organic farm, a hotel, a spa, a restaurant,
Thai antique teak houses as well as a Thai
village and cultural learning center.
Rose garden also has a unique botani‐
cal park that includes herbal and bougain‐
villea gardens, a native aromatic flower
garden, and the famous orchid lawn.
Equally well‐known is the Thai
village cultural show, performed daily on
stage, highlighting different traditions and
customs belonging to the North, the
South, the Central Plain, and the North‐
east. Theatrical shows range from the rit‐
ual harvest dance to the energetic Thai
sword fighting and kick‐boxing.

Program for Today
For Leaders, Observers & Visitors

For students

Sudoku Harmony in Phys
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